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Abstract 

Hydrogels are one of the most commonly explored classes of biomaterials. Their chemical and 

structural versatility has enabled their use across a wide range of applications, including tissue 

engineering, drug delivery, and cell culture. Hydrogels form upon a sol-gel transition, which 

can be elicited by different triggers designed to enable precise control over hydrogelation 

kinetics and hydrogel structure. The chosen hydrogelation trigger and chemistry can have a 

profound effect upon the success of the targeted application. In this Progress Report, a critical 

overview of recent advances in hydrogel design is presented, with a focus on the available 

strategies used to trigger the formation of hydrogel networks (e.g., temperature, light, 

ultrasound). These triggers are presented within a new classification system, and their suitability 

for six key hydrogel-based applications is assessed. This Progress Report is intended to guide 

trigger selection for new hydrogel applications and inspire the rational design of new 

hydrogelation trigger mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction to Hydrogels 

Hydrogels are defined as “gels in which the swelling agent is water”, whereby gels are “nonfluid 

colloidal networks or polymer networks that are expanded throughout their whole volume by a 

fluid”.[1] Polymer networks can be formed from naturally-derived materials, such as collagen, 

fibrin, agarose, or alginate. This approach generally offers favorable biocompatibility and 

biodegradability but can also present issues with immunogenicity, batch-to-batch variation, and 

poor mechanical properties. Some of these limitations can be addressed by using fully synthetic 

polymers, such as those based on poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(acrylamide) (PAM), or 

poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA). In particular, synthetic polymers offer greater design flexibility, 

ease of functionalization, and improved mechanical properties, however, they lack the innate 

biomolecular cues and biodegradable moieties present in natural biopolymers.[2] Recently, a 

raft of semi-synthetic materials, such as methacryloyl gelatin (GelMA) and hyaluronic acid 

methacrylate (HAMA), have been developed with a view to combining the strengths of natural 

and synthetic polymers.[3] Small molecules, such as surfactants, amphiphiles, peptides, 

nucleobases, and monosaccharides have also been used to form hydrogels, with crosslinking 

based on physical interactions or entanglements. In water, the self-assembly of these molecules 

is driven by intermolecular noncovalent interactions, namely the hydrophobic effect, van der 

Waals interactions, π-π interactions, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic interactions. 

Hydrogels were first proposed for biomedical use in the 1960s by Wichterle and Lim, who 

exploited the hydrophilicity, porosity, and biocompatibility of glycolmethacrylate-based 

hydrogels to generate soft biomaterial contact lenses.[4] Further studies led to the development 

of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) hydrogels, which are still commonly used in 

contact lens manufacturing. Hydrogels are now a ubiquitous presence in biomedical research, 

with broad applications in drug delivery, cell culture, tissue engineering, and regenerative 

medicine.[5,6] The diverse requirements of these applications necessitate a careful choice of 
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hydrogel system. For example, hydrogels can be designed to encapsulate and controllably 

release cargo (e.g., cells, nanoparticles, drugs), or undergo stimulated degradation in response 

to enzymes,[7] hydrolytic conditions,[8] light exposure,[9] or changes in pH.[10]  

In this Progress Report, we have outlined a selection of available methods for triggering the 

formation of hydrogels and illustrated these concepts with a critical selection of key studies. 

We describe mechanism, advantages, and limitations, and present a new classification system 

for gelation triggers, based on whether they initiate gelation directly (intrinsic gelation) or via 

the release of gelation triggers from an intermediary component (indirect gelation). We then 

critically assess the suitability of these triggers for basic and clinical biomedical applications, 

including in vivo gelation, 3D bioprinting, and hydrogel patterning. Our intention is that this 

Progress Report will aid the selection of triggers for new hydrogel applications, and inspire the 

rational design of new gelation trigger mechanisms. 

2. Examples of Different Hydrogel Networks 

Before discussing specific gelation triggers and applications, it is important to first consider the 

basic chemistry of common hydrogels. In this section, we focus on the different covalent and 

noncovalent bonding interactions that are used in hydrogelation. We also discuss more complex 

interactions, including double network hydrogels, polyrotaxane hydrogels, and polymer-

nanoparticle hydrogels. An overview of some of these interactions used for hydrogelation is 

shown in Table 1. 

2.1. Covalent Bonding  

Hydrogels can be composed of a network of covalently crosslinked polymer chains. The 

covalent bonds between the polymers create a network structure which, at sufficient 

crosslinking density, encapsulates water through surface tension. For example, covalently 

crosslinked gelatin hydrogels can be generated through the formation of amide bonds, typically 

by 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) coupling. In this case, amide bonds 
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are formed between primary amine and carboxylic acid sidechain groups of adjacent gelatin 

chains.[11] Alternatively, multi-arm polymer chains can be covalently crosslinked by polymers 

or peptides.  

For biomedical applications, the most common bonds are those formed from “click chemistry” 

reactions, since these allow rapid crosslinking under ambient conditions.[12] Examples include 

copper-catalyzed[13] or strain-promoted[14] azide-alkyne cycloadditions, Michael addition of 

Michael donors and acceptors,[15] thiol-ene reactions,[16] Diels-Alder [4+2] cycloaddition 

reactions,[17] disulfide bond formation,[18] and hydrazone or oxime bond formation.[19] Covalent 

crosslinking has also been investigated as a route to form polymer-nanoparticle hydrogels. For 

example, viscoelastic hydrogels have been formed via a Michael-type addition between thiol-

functionalized PEG chains and liposomes bearing maleimide[20] or acryloyl groups.[21] Cobalt 

iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles coated with a siloxane-based layer carrying methacrylic 

moieties have also been used as covalent crosslinkers for the formation of acrylamide-based, 

magneto-responsive hydrogels.[22] In another example, the surface of cobalt iron oxide 

nanoparticles was functionalized with aminopropyl silane to form cellulose-based hydrogels 

covalently crosslinked via EDC coupling.[23] 

2.2. Electrostatic Interactions  

Hydrogels networks can also be stabilized by electrostatic interactions. For example, metal-

alginate hydrogels are composed of divalent cations (e.g., Ca2+, Mg2+, Ba2+) chelated to 

carboxylates on adjacent biopolymer strands, a polymer network that is often described using 

an egg-box model.[24] Alternatively, trivalent cations (e.g, Al3+, Fe3+) can interact with three 

carboxylate groups to form a more compact network, generating metal-alginate hydrogels with 

improved mechanical properties.[25] Other biopolymers capable of forming ionically-

crosslinked hydrogels include chitosan,[26] pectin,[27] cellulose,[28] and sodium 

polygalacturonate.[29]  
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Hydrogels can also be generated via coacervation, the liquid-liquid phase separation of 

oppositely charged polymers in an aqueous medium, a process that is predominantly driven by 

electrostatic interactions.[30] For example, Hunt et al. reported a triblock copolymer, poly(allyl 

glycidyl ether-block-ethylene glycol-block-allyl glycidyl ether), which could be post-modified 

with ionic groups.[31] The resulting poly(anionic) and poly(cationic) polymers formed 

coacervates upon mixing to yield a hydrogel network. Coacervation can also be used to form 

temperature-responsive hydrogels by using block copolymers that contain a poly-[N-

isopropylacrylamide] (PNIPAM) block, such as those derived from PNIPAM-b-

poly[dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate] and PNIPAM-b-poly[acrylic acid]-b-PNIPAM.[32] It 

should be noted that, for all of the cases described in this section, electrostatic interactions do 

not act in isolation. Rather these bonds are complemented by other noncovalent interactions 

(e.g., van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding) that further stabilize the hydrogel network. 

2.3. Other Noncovalent Interactions 

Hydrogels can also be formed using block copolyelectrolytes, in which ionic blocks impart 

aqueous solubility and hydrophobic blocks drive network formation through the hydrophobic 

effect. For example, Nowak et al. reported the gelation of block copolypeptides derived from a 

poly ionic amino acid block (L-glutamate or L-lysine) and a poly branched chain amino acid 

block (L-leucine or L-valine).[33] When the length of the hydrophobic block was sufficiently 

large, -helices or -sheets were formed for poly(L-leucine) and poly(L-valine), respectively. 

These secondary structures were shown to be crucial in forming crosslinked hydrogel networks, 

with the concentrations needed for gelation increasing as the secondary structure was lost by 

decreasing the length of the hydrophobic domains. This dependence on secondary structures to 

form hydrogels at low concentrations (i.e. <1.0 wt%) highlights the importance of 

complementary noncovalent interactions in stabilizing noncovalent hydrogel networks. 
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Noncovalent hydrogels can also be formed from amphiphiles, exploiting interactions such as 

the hydrophobic effect, hydrogen bonding, - interactions, and van der Waals interactions.[34] 

These systems typically require a delicate balance between hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity 

to generate hydrogels. If the amphiphile is too hydrophobic, then it cannot be dissolved in water, 

and if it is too hydrophilic, there is no driving force to promote self-assembly. Under 

intermediate conditions, these amphiphiles will typically assemble into anisotropic structures 

before forming a network structure via noncovalent crosslinks or entanglement.[35] The 

interactions between molecules are driven by the hydrophobic effect, hydrogen bonding, - 

interactions, and van der Waals interactions.[34] A well-studied example are the peptide 

amphiphiles developed by Stupp and co-workers. These amphiphiles consist of a hydrophobic 

alkyl chain at their N-terminus, a -sheet promoting peptide segment, and a charged segment 

at the C-terminus that can also contain bioactive epitopes. These amphiphiles assemble into 

cylindrical worm-like micelle structures in water, with the alkyl chain directed towards the core 

of the structure and the charged segments at the surface. The self-assembly of these amphiphiles 

is largely driven by the hydrophobic effect but is also stabilized by hydrogen bonding, 

electrostatic interactions, and van der Waals interactions. In addition to contributing to the 

overall amphiphilicity of the molecule, the charged segment also allows for electrostatic 

interactions and network entanglement of the structure fibers upon addition of divalent cations 

such as Ca2+.[36]  

 

 

2.4. Complex Network Interactions  

Hybrid systems consisting of two or more interpenetrating polymer networks can provide 

physical and mechanical properties that are intermediate between the constituent hydrogels.[37] 
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In certain cases, enhanced mechanical properties can be attained by combining short-chain 

polyelectrolytes and long-chain covalent networks to form double-network hydrogels. Under 

tensile loads, the dissociation of bonds in the short-chain network dissipates energy while the 

long-chain network extends to withstand the deformation strain.[38] Accordingly, double-

network hydrogels can be designed with an extremely high elastic modulus (~10 MPa), failure 

compressive stress (~60 MPa), and tearing fracture energy (4000 J m-2).[38] Greater recovery 

from applied deformation can be attained by using short-chain networks with noncovalent 

crosslinking. For example, Sun et al. combined noncovalent calcium alginate with covalently-

crosslinked PAM, and used additional covalent bonding between the two networks to produce 

a composite material with unprecedented toughness, stretchability, and stiffness 

recoverability.[39] Another complex polymer interaction was recently described by Tong et al., 

who generated polyrotaxane-based hydrogels by threading PEG polymer chains through 

cyclodextrin rings. The cyclodextrin rings provided high molecular mobility of cell-adhesive 

ligands and crosslinking points, which enhanced hydrogel remodeling by encapsulated 

mesenchymal stem cells.[40] 

3. Intrinsic Hydrogelation Triggers 

Intrinsic triggers (Figure 1A, Table 2) are defined here as events that initiate hydrogelation by 

directly altering the physicochemical properties of the base material, or by directly accelerating 

crosslinking processes. These triggers do not require the use of any intermediary species and 

can be used to trigger the gelation of both noncovalent and covalent hydrogels. 

 

3.1. Temperature Changes 

Thermal triggers are ideally suited for many basic science and clinical applications (for more 

details, please refer to Section 5.). Sol-gel transitions are particularly useful when they occur 
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within the range of temperatures commonly used in biomedical science (~ 4 – 41 °C). In this 

temperature range, thermal triggers are most commonly used to initiate the formation of 

noncovalent interactions which lead to gelation. For example, cooling gelatin below its coil-to-

helix transition temperature leads to the formation of a hydrogel network stabilized by triple 

helix assembly. Solutions of gelatin at a concentration of 5-10 mg mL-1 undergo a sol-to-gel 

transition when the temperature is around 30 °C.[41] Agarose also undergoes gelation upon 

cooling, with a sol-gel transition temperature that depends upon its exact chemical structure and 

concentration.[42]  

Synthetic approaches afford a much higher level of control over the thermogelation process (e.g. 

gelation temperature and rate). This includes many low-molecular-weight gelators that are 

soluble at high temperatures but self-assemble into hydrated fibrous networks upon cooling.[43] 

Synthetic materials can also be designed to gel when the temperature is raised, rather than 

lowered. Lower critical solution temperature (LCST) block copolymers incorporating 

thermoresponsive hydrophobic segments (e.g., N-isopropylacrylamide) within a hydrophilic 

backbone can undergo hydrogelation upon heating.[44] This occurs due to the low entropy of 

mixing in these polymer solutions, which is compensated enthalpically through polymer-water 

interactions (i.e. hydrogen bonding). As the temperature is increased, hydrogen bonding is 

decreased until it can no longer compensate for the entropic loss of the hydrophobic 

segments.[44,45] At this point, the hydrophobic effect becomes dominant, which initiates 

noncovalent collapse of the system and hydrogelation through entanglement of polymer 

chains.[46] Polymers incorporating PNIPAM, synthetic polypeptides, or poly(caprolactone) are 

typically used alongside PEG segments that increase the hydrophilicity of the amphiphile.[47] 

Indeed, the sol-gel transition behaviour of PEG-based di-,[48] tri-,[49] and tetra-block[50] 

copolymers is reasonably well understood and can be synthetically tuned by adjusting 

molecular weight,[51] segment ratio and length,[50] and chain branching.[52]  
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3.2. Component Mixing 

While temperature changes can be used to directly influence the bond structure of a single 

biopolymer, other gelation mechanisms require the mixing of two or more liquid components. 

An example of this approach is the use of attractive interactions that occur between 

complementary polymer chains. For example, Parisi-Amon et al. used a peptide-based 

molecular recognition strategy to form a mixing-induced two-component hydrogel (MITCH). 

Complementary peptide sequences were incorporated in the backbone of two recombinant 

protein polymers to enable the formation of noncovalent crosslinks upon mixing.[53] This 

general approach enables highly specific crosslinking events, however, it requires the careful 

design and synthesis of two complementary recombinant protein polymer systems. A much 

broader approach is to add crosslinking components that can form hydrogel networks using a 

single polymer. A common example is the use of zero-length crosslinkers (e.g., EDC) that can 

generate covalent bonds between polymer chains without being integrated into the hydrogel 

network. EDC reacts with carboxylic acid groups present on the polymer chains to form o-

acylisourea. The active ester intermediate can then be attacked by primary amines on adjacent 

polymer chains, releasing urea as a by-product and yielding a hydrogel network stabilized by 

covalent amide crosslinks.[54] The common availability of suitable functional groups on most 

proteins (i.e. aspartic acid, glutamic acid, lysine, hydroxylysine) has led to this approach being 

widely used to crosslink gelatin,[11,55] collagen,[54] and fibrinogen hydrogels.[56]  

Hydrogels can also be formed using crosslinkers that can integrate into the network structure. 

A common example of this is glutaraldehyde, which forms hydrogels via intermolecular 

crosslinking between amine groups.[57] Alternatively, a range of “click” reactions have also 

been investigated for hydrogelation (Figure 2). For example, DeForest et al. reported the use 

of a bis-fluorinated cyclooctyne di-functionalized polypeptide to crosslink a 4-arm PEG tetra-

azide macromer and form covalent hydrogels within one hour of mixing the two components. 
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This crosslinking employed a strain-promoted [3+2] azide-alkyne cycloaddition, which enabled 

gelation to be performed at 37 °C and without the use of cytotoxic catalysts (e.g., copper).[58] 

The Diels-Alder [4+2] cycloaddition reaction between electron-rich dienes (e.g. furan and its 

derivatives) and electron-poor dienophiles (e.g. maleimides) has also been investigated for 

hydrogelation.[59] For example, Smith et al. reported the gelation of furan-terminated hyaluronic 

acid (HA) upon mixing with bis-maleimide PEG at physiological pH,[60] while Madl et al. used 

a fulvene-functionalized 8-arm PEG crosslinked with an 8-arm maleimide-functionalized 

PEG.[61] The inverse-electron demand Diels-Alder (IEDDA) reaction between electron-poor 

1,2,4,5-tetrazines and electron-rich dienophiles (e.g. norbornene) is an alternative approach for 

hydrogel crosslinking.[2] As an example, Alge et al. reported that tetrazine-functionalized PEG 

gelled within minutes of being mixed with a norbornene-functionalized peptidic crosslinker.[62] 

This crosslinking strategy has also been proposed for the formation of gelatin,[63] alginate,[64] 

HA,[65] and HA-PEG hydrogels.[66] A less commonly explored reaction is the Huisgen 1,3-

cycloaddition between hydroximoyl chloride and norbornene, which has been shown to induce 

the formation of hydrogels within minutes of mixing 4-arm PEG macromers separately 

functionalized with hydroximoyl chloride or norbornene via the in situ generation of nitrile 

oxide at physiological pH.[67] Another common reaction used for hydrogel crosslinking is the 

thiol-ene Michael addition reaction.[68] For example, PEG-based macromers conjugated with 

acrylate, diacrylate, maleimide, or vinylsulfone can all be crosslinked via Michael-type addition 

reactions using dithiol crosslinkers.[69] 4-arm, thiol-terminated PEG macromers have also been 

shown to form hydrogels within minutes following mixing at physiological conditions with 

oxanorbornadiene dicarboxylate linkers (Michael acceptors)[70] or with 4-arm, halide-

functionalized PEG.[71] Other “click” reaction mechanisms which have been explored for 

hydrogelation include disulfide bond formation[18] and hydrazone or oxime bond formation.[19] 
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Noncovalent interactions can also be used for hydrogel crosslinking. For example, the addition 

of ions can be used to form electrostatic interactions between polymer chains (e.g., calcium-

alginate hydrogels). A higher degree of control can be exerted by using customized DNA 

linkers to form annealed crosslinks with N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide functionalized 

with complementary polypeptide nucleic acid (PNA) sequences [72] or with DNA-

functionalized polypeptides,[73] while stereocomplex interactions have also been used to form 

hydrogels via interacting enantiomeric chains.[74] Noncovalent host-guest interactions have also 

been exploited for hydrogel fabrication, in which a cavitand host and a guest moiety are used 

to crosslink polymer chains.[75] Using this approach, supramolecular hydrogels have been 

generated from cyclodextrin cavitands and various guest molecules,[76] or cucurbit[n]uril 

cavitands complexed with polymers functionalized with methyl viologen or naphthoxy 

derivatives.[77]  

Hydrogelation can also be triggered by mixing nanoparticles and polymers. For example, 

hydrophobic interactions between carboxymethylcellulose-based polymer chains and the 

surface of polystyrene- or PEG-based nanoparticles can lead to the formation of polymer-

nanoparticle hydrogel networks.[78] Similarly, a combination of hydrophobic and electrostatic 

interactions were used to form a hydrogel from PEG-based nanoparticles and either 

carboxymethylcellulose or HA, in the presence of a cationic surfactant.[79] Alternatively, 

complexation between α-cyclodextrins and PEG chains bound to either polymeric nanoparticles 

[80] or gold-based nanostructures[81] has been used to yield polypseudorotaxane-based hydrogels. 

Host-guest hydrogel networks have also been formed through the complexation of adamantane-

functionalized polymersomes and HA modified with β-cyclodextrins.[82] A similar approach 

can be taken using DNA hybridization, for example, hydrogel networks have been assembled 

from six-arm DNA strands annealed with complementary DNA sequences bound to various 

gold nanostructures.[83] More recently, hydrogels have been assembled using coordinate 
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covalent bonds formed between carboxylated magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles and catechol-

functionalized polymer chains.[84] 

3.3. Change of pH 

A subset of component mixing is the introduction of an acid or base for pH-induced gelation. 

For example, polymers with functional groups that can be protonated or deprotonated can 

undergo reversible self-assembly by changing pH. A natural example is collagen, which is 

typically harvested and stored in a low pH solution. This acidic environment is used to protonate 

the basic sidechain residues causing electrostatic charge repulsions that prevent assembly of the 

triple helices.[85,86] Neutralization of the collagen solution pH reduces electrostatic repulsion 

between the helices and leads to hydrogel formation at 37 °C.[87] A synthetic example are 

histamine-functionalized poly(allyl glycidyl ether)-b-poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(allyl 

glycidylether) (PAGE-PEO-PAGE) block copolymers. A micellar solution at pH 6.6, the 

protonation of histamine above pH 7 leads to the formation of a body-centered cubic lattice 

hydrogel.[88] Similarly, Fleischer et al. reported a zwitterionic polyethyleneimine that could be 

used as a pH-responsive hydrogel. Under acidic or basic conditions, charge repulsion of 

protonated/deprotonated zwitterionic groups were able to maintain the polymer as a liquid. 

Hydrogelation could be triggered by neutralizing the pH to enable intermolecular crosslinking 

through van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, and the hydrophobic effect.[89]  

Hydrogelation can also be mediated by using covalent reactions that are highly dependent on 

the solution pH, such as the reaction of hydroxylamine with an aldehyde or ketone to form an 

oxime bond (C=NOH bond). For example, Lin et al. reported the rapid gelation of bis-aldehyde-

functionalized PEG and a 4-arm aminooxy crosslinker at pH 1.5-2.5. Under these conditions, 

the storage modulus reached a plateau in under 2 min, compared to 10 h at physiological pH.[90] 

This approach has also been used for the catalytic formation of a trishydrazone amphiphile, 

which forms hydrogels rapidly in acidic pH.[91] 
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The mode of delivery is also important; the direct addition of acid or base can lead to local 

inhomogeneities in gelation and thus controlled buffer mixing is often preferred. An alternative 

is the use of gradual pH changes induced by the addition glucono-δ-lactone, which can be well 

mixed before slowly releasing protons into solution. This approach has been used for the self-

assembly of N-terminal capped dipeptides, producing noncovalent hydrogels with high batch-

to-batch consistency.[92] Overall, pH-triggered hydrogelation enables the design of hydrogel 

systems that can respond to the naturally acidic microenvironment of ischemic tissue, such as 

the infarcted heart.[93] 

3.4. Change in Oxidation State 

Another subset of component mixing is the addition of molecules that can induce hydrogelation 

via a change in oxidation state. Common oxidizing agents include oxygen, periodic acid and its 

derivatives, and hydrogen peroxide. Enzymes can also induce gelation via changes in oxidation 

state (for more details, please refer to section 3.5). A common example is the use of catechol 

groups, which can form reactive semiquinones and quinones in the presence of oxidizing agents. 

This initiates a polymerization reaction, which makes catechol-functionalized polymers 

suitable for oxidation-mediated hydrogel crosslinking.[94] Seminal work from Lee et al. showed 

the gelation of dopamine-functionalized, multi-arm PEG upon the addition of an oxidizing 

agent, sodium periodate.[95] Similarly, the addition of sodium periodate was able to induce the 

gelation of catechol-terminated poly(p-phenylene oxide)/PEG,[96] gelatin,[97] recombinant fp-1 

mussel adhesive protein,[98] and HA.[99] Another functional group that enables oxidation-

mediated crosslinking is pyrogallol. HA[100] or gelatin[101] have been conjugated with pyrogallol 

and shown to form hydrogels following the addition of sodium periodate. 

3.5. Enzyme Addition 

Another subset of component mixing is the introduction of enzymes that can catalyze hydrogel 

crosslinking reactions.[102] For example, transglutaminases are a family of enzymes that 
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naturally catalyze the formation of isopeptide bonds between lysine ε-amines and glutamine 

sidechain amides. This reaction is used to generate intermolecular crosslinks between soluble 

fibrinogen molecules, a process that is used to generate fibrinogen and fibrin hydrogels.[102] 

Meanwhile, Su et al. prepared modified heparin/PEGDA hydrogels with crosslinking triggered 

by the addition of glucose oxidase. Specifically, heparin was functionalized with N-hydroxy-5-

norbornene-2,3-dicarboximide moieties, which were reduced by β-D-glucose in the presence of 

glucose oxidase. The resulting radical species were capable of polymerizing PEGDA, to yield 

self-supporting hydrogels within 30 min at ambient temperature.[103] Lysyl oxidase, a copper-

dependent enzyme involved in collagen fibrillogenesis,[104] was used by Bakota et al. for the 

enzymatic crosslinking of a peptide-based hydrogel. Enzymatic reduction of peptidic lysine 

sidechain residues formed aldehydes, which then underwent interpeptide crosslinking (aldolic 

condensation or a Schiff base reaction) to produce covalent hydrogels.[105] Another enzyme 

system that has been used for hydrogelation is the oxidative coupling of tyramine in the 

presence of hydrogen peroxidase (HRP) and hydrogen peroxide. This catalysis has been used 

to crosslink tyramine-functionalized HA[106] and glycopolypeptide copolymers,[107] with the 

latter used for in vivo hydrogelation. Oxidation-mediated hydrogel crosslinking triggered by 

HRP in the presence of hydrogen peroxide has also been shown for PEG[108] and gelatin.[109] 

More recently, Carthew et al. have shown that HRP could be used to trigger the formation of 

PEG-gelatin hydrogels in the absence of hydrogen peroxide. In this case, HRP oxidized 

dihydrotetrazine moieties attached to 4-arm PEG macromers, which subsequently reacted with 

norbornene-functionalized gelatin via the IEDDA reaction.[110]  

In summary, enzyme-based approaches enable catalyzed crosslinking that can generally occur 

at physiological pH and temperature with high substrate specificity and without the need for 

radical initiators or other chemical additives.[102]  

3.6. Electromagnetic radiation 
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Electromagnetic radiation is widely-used to trigger hydrogel crosslinking.[111] However, in most 

cases this approach requires the presence of an intermediate, such as photoinitiators[112] or 

plasmonic nanoparticles[113,114] (for more details, please refer to Section 4.3.). However, light 

can also be used to directly trigger gelation. For example, Farahani et al. proposed a strategy in 

which light is used to uncage reactive groups for hydrogel crosslinking. An 8-arm PEG was 

functionalized with an alkoxyamine caged by 2-(2-nitrophenyl) propyloxycarbonyl, which 

undergoes a β-elimination reaction upon irradiation with UV light (λ = 365 nm). This process 

was used to expose alkoxyamine, which could then react with a benzaldehyde-terminated 8-

arm PEG via oxime ligation to generate covalently-crosslinked hydrogels.[115] 

4. Indirect Hydrogelation Triggers 

The second category of hydrogelation triggers involves indirect mechanisms (Figure 1B, Table 

3). For example, using a trigger to stimulate the production of reactive species from initiator 

molecules or to liberate crosslinking species from carriers. Commonly used carriers are 

liposomes i.e. vesicles that comprise an aqueous core surrounded by a phospholipidic 

bilayer.[116] This structure enables the encapsulation of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

compounds,[117] which can be released by stimulated membrane perturbation (transient pore 

formation, particle disruption, or phase changes).[118] In this section, the use of initiators, 

liposomes, and other stimuli-responsive systems will be discussed in the context of triggered 

hydrogelation. 

4.1. Temperature 

Liposomes are particularly suited as thermoresponsive carriers as they exhibit thermotropic 

phase transitions. These transitions are associated to changes in membrane fluidity and lipid 

packing, which allow temperature-dependent cargo release.[119] For example, Westhaus et al. 

loaded calcium ions into a formulation of microscale liposomes (90 mol% 1,2-bis(palmitoyl)-
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sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine and 10 mol% 1,2-bis(myristoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) 

and then used temperature to release the ionic cargo. Heating from room temperature to 37 °C 

triggered the electrostatic complexation of alginate hydrogels in under 30s.[120] The versatility 

of this approach was demonstrated by using the thermally-released ions to activate a calcium-

dependent transglutaminase, which was then able to catalyze the formation of fibrinogen[120] 

and PEG-based hydrogels.[121] Liposome formulations can be readily adjusted to exhibit phase 

transitions at different temperatures, enabling the rationale design for different applications. For 

example, a system that undergoes gelation at 37 °C could be used for controlled in vivo gelation 

at body temperature. Alternatively, a carrier that is stable against leakage at body temperature 

(37 °C) and releases its cargo at higher temperatures (~ 41 °C) would enable in vivo gelation 

by remote heating mechanisms (see Section 4.3.). 

 

 

4.2. Ultrasound 

Ultrasound-triggered release of cargo has been widely used for drug delivery[122] and has very 

recently been applied to initiate hydrogelation.[123] There are a number of ultrasound-responsive 

carriers, including many liposomes,[124,125] micelles,[126] polymersomes,[127] 

microbubbles,[128,129] and phase-shift nanodroplets.[130] There are also several different 

mechanisms that can be used for cargo release. These include the use of high-frequency 

ultrasound to induce mild hyperthermia or cavitation phenomena,[131] and the use of low-

frequency ultrasound to stimulate transient pore formation in liposomal membranes.[132] The 

latter approach was used by Nele et al. to liberate liposomal calcium ions that could then 

activate transglutaminase to catalyze the covalent crosslinking of fibrinogen networks. The 

enzyme kinetics, gelation rate and final hydrogel properties could all be controlled by varying 

the ultrasound exposure time, moreover, enhanced ion release was demonstrated using 
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liposome-microbubble conjugates. Microbubbles are commonly used in combination with 

high-frequency fields and clinically-used focused ultrasound systems, which offers the 

opportunity to remotely trigger gelation with high spatiotemporal control (~1 mm) and at high 

penetration depths (~ 13 cm focal length for tissue, depending on the parameters 

used).[123,129,133]  

4.3. Electromagnetic Radiation 

Ultraviolet and visible light has been extensively used to trigger gelation by using photoinitiator 

molecules,[111] which are able to absorb the incident radiation and form species that can mediate 

a polymerization reaction.[134] Common photoinitiators generate radicals via Norrish type I or 

II reactions. These include aromatic carbonyl compounds that form radicals by homolytic bond 

cleavage, aromatic ketones that generate radicals through hydrogen abstraction, and onium salts, 

such as ammonium persulfate that dissociate in solution to produce radical sulfate anions.[135,136] 

Vinyl functionalized polymers are commonly used as base materials in hydrogel 

photocrosslinking, for instance, PEG diacrylate (PEGDA),[137] GelMA,[138] HAMA,[139] 

methacrylated collagen,[140] methacrylated alginate[141], and methacryloyl glycol 

chitosan.[142,143] Vinyl polymerization proceeds via free-radical polymerization, in which a free 

radical attacks a vinyl group, forming a covalent bond with the initiator and transferring the 

radical to the vinyl group. This radical can react with additional vinyl groups on adjacent 

polymers to generate covalently crosslinks, however, this is a relatively uncontrolled process 

that can produce heterogeneous network structures.[144,145] An alternative to free-radical 

photopolymerization is the use of step-growth mechanisms, such as thiol-norbornene 

crosslinking. Here, a photoinitiator radical abstracts a thiol proton to form a thiyl radical, which 

then reacts with norbornene to produce a norbornane radical that can abstract another thiol 

proton, and so forth. This reaction has been used to produce hydrogels using norbornene-
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functionalized analogs of PEG,[145,146] gelatin,[147] or HA[148] crosslinked with dithiothreitol or 

dithiolated peptides.  

The use of light as a trigger for hydrogel formation is particularly attractive as it offers high 

spatiotemporal and remote control. However, one limitation is that high-frequency radiation 

(UV, short-wavelength visible light) has a limited penetration depth through opaque matter (e.g., 

tissue). This has led to strategies employing red light or near-infrared (NIR) light, which offer 

reduced scattering compared to higher frequency radiation.[149] The use of alkyl-cobalamin-

based photoinitiators has enabled the formation of acrylamide- or PEG-based hydrogels within 

5 min following red light irradiation.[150] In another example, red light was used to trigger the 

oxidation of dihydrotetrazine conjugated to 4-arm PEG, which reacted with a norbornene-

functionalized 4-arm PEG via the IEDDA reaction to form self-supporting hydrogels.[151] 

Meanwhile, NIR light (λ = 980 nm) has been used to irradiate upconversion nanoparticles 

coated with a Pluronic® F127 diacrylate, which led to the emission of green light that could 

photocrosslink the Pluronic diacrylate and a PEG acrylate component in the presence of a 

photoinitiator.[152] While this approach demonstrates feasibility, the use of upconversion 

nanoparticles for hydrogelation is a relatively new field and more work is needed to expand the 

library of available, biocompatible reaction mechanisms. 

An alternative approach is to use NIR to initiate heating of plasmonic nanostructures, which 

can then be used to trigger thermally-induced gelation. Gramlich et al. showed that NIR light 

(λ = 808 nm) could be used in combination with gold nanorods and a thermal initiator to trigger 

the crosslinking of HAMA.[113] Using a similar approach, transdermal gelation of PEGDA was 

achieved following the use of NIR irradiation (λ = 785 nm) to trigger local hyperthermia (37 – 

42 °C) and activate a thermal initiator at the injection site.[114] NIR-induced heating has also 

been used to trigger the release of reactive cargo from thermo-responsive liposomes containing 

plasmonic nanostructures in the lumen[153] or on the membrane surface.[154,155] For example, 
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microscale liposomes loaded with gold nanorods and calcium ions have been used to induce 

alginate gelation upon NIR light exposure, an approach that was used for transdermal in vivo 

gelation.[156] Moreover, this approach enabled spatiotemporal control over hydrogel stiffness 

by changing the laser intensity or irradiation time, or by structuring the light exposure using 

photomasks. An alternative, which avoids the use of local heating, is the direct release of cargo 

from light-responsive liposomes using photo-isomerization, photo-oxidation, or photo-

cleavage.[157] Zhang et al. prepared a formulation of calcium-loaded diplasmenylcholine 

liposomes containing bacteriochlorophyll a, which produced singlet oxygen when excited with 

NIR radiation (λ = 800 nm). The singlet oxygen was able to cleave the diplasmenylcholine in 

the liposome membrane, which liberated the calcium ions and triggered the formation of 

fibrinogen hydrogels via activated transglutaminase catalysis.[158] 

5. Applications 

Hydrogels possess a range of material properties that are highly suited for applications in tissue 

engineering, regenerative medicine, cell culture, drug delivery, soft robotics, biosensing, and 

bioelectronics.[6] Hydrogels can also undergo material changes (e.g., swelling, degradation, 

fluorescence shifts) in response to specific chemical stimuli, which are used in drug 

delivery,[159] soft robotics,[160,161] and biosensing platforms.[162,163] This section will detail recent 

progress in six hydrogel applications that require a careful choice of hydrogel chemistry or 

gelation trigger. 

5.1. Hydrogels for 3D Cell Culture 

Hydrogels are well-established platforms for various cell culture applications, such as the study 

of biological processes or the development of cell-based therapies.[164] Cells can be cultured on 

top of prefabricated hydrogels or encapsulated within hydrogels or microgels.[165] In addition, 

hydrogel encapsulation is also widely used for the culture of organoids.[166] Compared to glass 

and plastic substrates, hydrogels can provide cells with a biological, mechanical, and 
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topographical environment that more closely replicates physiology.[167] In particular, hydrogel 

encapsulation can provide a 3D environment that mimics the extracellular matrix, thus 

supporting or modulating certain cell behavior.[168,169] For example, the filamentous structure 

of the native extracellular matrix can be modeled using peptides, block copolymers, 

nanoparticles, or nanofibers designed to undergo supramolecular assembly into fibrillar 

hydrogels.[170] There are two contrasting approaches to replicate the biology of the extracellular 

matrix: natural hydrogels present an array of cell-instructive cues, alternatively, synthetic 

hydrogels allow a reductionist approach by incorporating defined quantities and combinations 

of specific biomolecules into an inert polymer backbone.[171] Such strategies have been used to 

exert control over key cellular processes, such as adhesion, spreading, migration, proliferation, 

and differentiation. For example, hydrogels able to sequester and subsequently release growth 

factors have been used to modulate the differentiation of stem cells[172] or cardiac progenitor 

cells,[173] while the spacing of adhesion moieties within hydrogels has been used to control the 

spreading of endothelial cells.[174] In another work, PEG hydrogels with varying densities of 

adhesive peptides were used to study the migration of fibroblasts.[175]  

Early work by Engler et al. demonstrated that matrix stiffness could be used to direct the 

differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells,[176] and in recent years, there has been intensive 

research aimed at understanding the mechanisms underpinning mechanotransduction. In this 

context, hydrogels represent an ideal platform, due to their tunable mechanical properties. Some 

approaches have focused on the production of hydrogels with various stiffnesses,[168,177] while 

other approaches have used hydrogels with mechanical properties that can be dynamically tuned 

over time.[178–180] Mechanical changes can occur through structural alterations in the hydrogel 

network instigated by enzymatic reactions. For example, Khetan et al. produced HAMA 

hydrogels crosslinked with peptide sequences that could be cleaved by matrix 

metalloproteinases secreted by encapsulated stem cells. This degradable hydrogel enabled 
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increased cell traction and promoted osteogenesis, in contrast to equivalent non-degradable 

hydrogels, which favored adipogenesis.[181] A more complex system was demonstrated by 

Parmar et al., who crosslinked collagen-mimetic hydrogels with two different peptide 

sequences, one responsive to matrix metalloproteinase and the other to aggrecanase.[182] This 

system, applied to cartilage tissue engineering, enabled a sequential degradation profile that 

was tuned to the chondrogenesis of mesenchymal stem cells. Other examples have used cell-

mediated hydrogel degradation to study the behavior of neural progenitor cells,[183] to promote 

the formation of vascular-like structures by endothelial cells,[184] and to engineer cartilaginous 

tissue constructs.[146] 

5.2. In Vivo Gelation 

Many tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, and drug delivery approaches seek to implant 

or inject preformed materials into the body. A counter-strategy is the use of in vivo gelation, 

which offers a minimally-invasive approach to material delivery. One approach is to initiate a 

gelation process immediately prior to administration, for example, by mixing components 

during injection from a single- or double-barrel syringe. Eckhouse et al. reported a rapid in vivo 

gelation process (<1 min) following intramyocardial administration of hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate functionalized HA and redox initiators. This approach was used for the sustained 

release of tissue inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinases-3 (TIMP-3), which prevented adverse 

remodeling in a porcine model of myocardial infarction.[185] A more recent report showed that 

the mixing of maleimide-functionalized PEG macromers and thiol-terminated peptide 

crosslinkers upon injection generated covalently-crosslinked PEG hydrogels in vivo. This 

system successfully supported islet vascularization and survival in a murine model of type I 

diabetes (Figure 3A).[186] Meanwhile, Bu et al. reported in vivo gelation within 6 s of co-

injecting amine-terminated 4-arm PEG and 4-arm PEG functionalized with succinimidyl 

succinate. The resulting hydrogel was used as a degradable sealant for liver hemostasis in a 
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rabbit model of liver bleeding, where it effectively prevented adhesion of the surrounding 

tissue.[187] 

In all of these cases, the rate of reaction upon mixing is crucial. If the gelation occurs too quickly, 

the syringe needle can become blocked, conversely, the components can diffuse away from the 

target site if the reaction proceeds too slowly. Another approach is to trigger the gelation of a 

liquid precursor solution after administration. In this regard, a natural candidate is the use of 

body temperature (37 °C) or stimulated hyperthermia (37 – 43 °C) to thermally trigger in vivo 

gelation.[156] For example, extracellular matrix hydrogels undergo gelation at body temperature 

and have been investigated as injectable formulations for the treatment of several diseases.[188] 

For example, a pilot human clinical trial has recently been conducted to assess the safety of a 

hydrogel derived from cardiac extracellular matrix (VentriGel) for percutaneous 

transendocardial injection in cardiac repair.[189] Control over the gelation kinetics remains a 

challenge, and uneven gelation can occur due to heat transport phenomena across the material. 

Furthermore, deep-tissue injection of thermo-responsive materials in deep tissue can still result 

in premature gelation and catheter obstruction.[190] 

The use of remote triggers, such as light or ultrasound, may be able to overcome some of the 

drawbacks associated with component mixing and thermal gelation. In this context, the choice 

of gelation trigger depends on the target location within the body. UV and visible light are 

constrained by limited tissue penetration, nevertheless, these radiation frequencies have been 

used to trigger in vivo gelation in optically-transparent tissue (e.g., cornea) or surgically-

exposed sites (e.g., open-knee surgery). A pilot human clinical study tested the use of UV light 

to trigger the gelation of PEGDA injected into a cartilage defect with photoinitiator and HA as 

a viscosity modifier. The formation of a covalently-crosslinked PEG hydrogel was shown to 

improve endogenous tissue repair, when compared to the unexposed control group.[191] More 

recently, Sani et al. investigated whether photocrosslinkable GelMA hydrogels could be used 
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for cornea repair. The hydrogel precursor solution was injected in the cornea stromal defect of 

a rabbit model and then crosslinked by exposure to visible light (λ = 450 - 550 nm) (Figure 

3B). The resulting hydrogel effectively adhered to the corneal defect, remained transparent for 

up to 14 d, and supported corneal re-endothelialization.[192] Meanwhile, UV light (λ = 360 – 

480 nm) has been used for the in vivo crosslinking of hydrogel sealants, including GelMA 

composites[193] and methacryloyl-substituted tropoelastin[194] in various animal models.  

An alternative to triggered in vivo gelation is the use of shear-thinning hydrogels, which 

undergo reversible gel-to-liquid transitions under applied shear stress. In these cases, the 

material adopts a fluid form during injection and a hydrogel state before and after administration. 

Rodell et al. generated shear-thinning hydrogels using HA functionalized with either 

cyclodextrin or adamantane moieties to enable host-guest complexation. These hydrogels were 

evaluated for the preventive treatment of ventricular dilation after myocardial infarction,[195,196] 

while similar hydrogels loaded with miRNAs were tested for cardiac regeneration.[197] Shear-

thinning hydrogels can also be formed by exploiting physical interactions between polymer 

chains and nanosilicates. For example, Avery et al. developed a composite hydrogel from 

gelatin and silicate nanoplatelets that could be injected with a catheter for vascular embolization 

in murine and porcine models (Figure 3C). The authors reported complete recovery of the shear 

modulus post-injection with the resulting hydrogel successfully used to occlude blood 

vessels.[198] Similarly, Pang et al. reported the in vivo injection and gelation of a shear-thinning 

hydrogel formulated from the electrostatic interaction between silicate nanoplatelets and 

alginate. The hydrogel was endoscopically injected in a porcine model to evaluate its ability to 

form stable submucosal cushions.[199] 

5.3. Hydrogel Patterning 

Patterning of chemical, physical, and structural features within hydrogels offers the opportunity 

to modulate the cell-material interface in a spatial and/or temporal fashion. One method is to 
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structure the polymer or cargo components within a precursor solution before triggering 

gelation. For example, Li et al. recently used fluid density differences to generate compositional 

and mechanical gradients captured within various hydrogels (e.g., agarose, gellan gum, 

GelMA).[172] A gradient of bone morphogenetic protein 2 was formed in GelMA and used to 

stimulate the local osteogenesis and mineralization of encapsulated human mesenchymal stem 

cells for osteochondral tissue engineering (Figure 4A). More selective manipulation can be 

achieved using magnetic fields, for example, Li et al. also showed that superparamagnetic 

nanoparticles sequestered with bone morphogenetic protein 2 could be magnetically patterned 

into a gradient in an agarose hydrogel precursor solution. Thermal gelation of the agarose was 

used to immobilize the gradient for osteochondral tissue engineering.[200] Ultrasound standing 

waves have also been used for hydrogel patterning, for example, Nichols et al. used acoustic 

radiation forces to generate geometric arrays of pH-responsive, dipeptide-based coacervate 

microdroplets (Figure 4B). Glucono-δ-lactone was used to slowly lower the pH and trigger the 

formation of dipeptide hydrogels.[201] 

Alternatively, techniques such as mask-based photolithography, single-photon laser-scanning 

lithography, and multi-photon laser-scanning lithography have been used for high-resolution, 

chemical modification of pre-formed hydrogels.[111,134] Examples include the use of thiol-ene 

chemistry to photopattern arginylglycylaspartic acid (RGD) peptides onto nanofibrous 

hydrogels to control cellular adhesion,[202] and the use of oxime ligation and o-nitrobenzyl ester 

photoscission for the attachment and release of proteins for reversible stem cell 

differentiation.[203] Similar approaches have been used to form biomolecular gradients. For 

example, Mosiewicz et al. used light to uncage a peptide substrate on PEG-based hydrogels in 

order to enzymatically tether free peptides,[204] while Fisher et al. generated HA-based 

hydrogels photopatterned with a gradient of epidermal growth factor to study cancer cell 

invasion in a breast cancer model.[205] Shadish et al. recently proposed an alternative strategy 
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that avoided direct conjugation of proteins to the polymer backbone. In this work, recombinant 

fusion proteins were engineered comprising a photocleavable protein and a target protein. The 

photocleavable protein was bound to the polymer backbone of a PEG-based hydrogel and light 

was used to controllably release the target protein.[206] A limitation of most photopatterning 

methods is that they generally do not allow for repeated patterning events, which restricts their 

use for more dynamic cell culture studies. However, Grim et al. recently reported a new 

approach that used light to iteratively pattern and release bioactive molecules within a hydrogel 

network. In this work, PEG was functionalized with pendant allyl sulfide groups that acted as 

chain-transfer agents for repeated tethering and release of thiolated peptides and proteins.[207] 

Photopatterning can also be used to fabricate hydrogel stiffness gradients.[208] For example, Liu 

et al. generated fusion proteins comprising a stimuli-responsive protein and its binding protein 

counterpart, which were used to form crosslinked PEG hydrogels. UV light exposure induced 

a conformational change in the responsive protein, triggering a binding event that locally 

increased hydrogel stiffness due to network tightening (Figure 4C).[209] Dual biochemical and 

stiffness gradients have also been patterned within hydrogels using controlled light 

exposure,[210,211] a method that has been used to study cell behavior in a high-throughput fashion. 

Moreover, structured light exposure has been exploited for subtractive manufacturing of 

hydrogels, an approach that has particular relevance in creating perfusable and cellularized 

channels. For example, photomasks were used to generate customized microchannels (20 μm 

width) within GelMA hydrogels crosslinked with photodegradable linkers, with post-seeded 

cardiomyocytes preferentially aligned along the length of the microchannels.[212] Meanwhile, 

laser photoablation and multiphoton lithography approaches have been employed to generate 

complex vascularized networks within collagen[213] or PEG-based hydrogels.[213,214] Grigoryan 

et al. recently introduced the use of food dyes as photo-absorbers for hydrogel photopatterning. 

This approach was used to pattern highly complex and perfusable vascular networks within 
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PEG-based hydrogels, which were used to generate perfusable lung-mimetic hydrogel 

constructs.[215] 

5.4. Hydrogel-based Biofabrication 

One of the main challenges in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine is the fabrication 

of synthetic constructs that can replicate the biological and structural functionality of natural 

tissues. This need has fostered the development of a wide range of biofabrication techniques, 

where the term biofabrication indicates “the automated generation of structurally-organized, 

biologically-functional products from living cells, bioactive molecules, biomaterials, cell 

aggregates such as microtissues or hybrid cell-material constructs through bioprinting or 

bioassembly”.[216,217]  

Hydrogels are used as the biomaterial component in many biofabrication strategies, as their 

phase behavior and trigger mechanisms enable flexible manufacturing methods. A relatively 

simple hydrogel biofabrication strategy is micromolding, in which a hydrogel precursor 

solution is deposited into a mold, crosslinked, and then demolded. This approach has been used 

to fabricate shape-defined hydrogel constructs from enzymatically-crosslinked 

collagen/fibrinogen,[218] thermo-setting gelatin,[219] and photocrosslinked acrylated PEG, 

acrylamide, and HAMA.[220,221] 

Hydrogels have also been used in many different printing modalities, such as droplet 

bioprinting,[222] stereolithography (SLA),[223,224] and two-photon polymerization.[225] Recently, 

Nuñez Bernal et al. introduced a volumetric bioprinting approach that involved the projection 

of light patterns onto a rotating container filled with a cell-laden GelMA precursor solution 

(Figure 5A).[226] This method offers the benefit of printing large cellularized hydrogel 

structures in a single step within tens of seconds. Most commonly, extrusion printing is used to 

fabricate hydrogel structures using materials that undergo sol-gel transitions prior to 

printing,[227] during extrusion,[228] or after deposition.[229] For example, Ouyang et al. used HA 
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functionalized with β-cyclodextrin and adamantane groups to mediate printing by guest-host 

assembly. Moreover, the presence of HA-conjugated methacrylate moieties enabled secondary 

photocrosslinking to provide further stabilization of the printed structure (Figure 5B).[229] 

Alternative approaches seek to partially crosslink bioinks into soft, extrudable gels that can be 

further crosslinked post-printing,[227] or to photocrosslink methacrylate-, acrylate-, or 

norbornene-modified biopolymers immediately prior to deposition.[228]  

Various additives have been incorporated within hydrogel bioinks in order to provide enhanced 

printability or bestow additional structural or functional properties. For example, Chen et al. 

showed that the addition of a rheology modifier (Carbomer) allowed the direct ink writing of 

various different hydrogels (Figure 5C).[230] Nanoclay particles have also been used to enable 

printing of stretchable and tough PEG-alginate interpenetrating network hydrogels,[231] while 

shear-aligned cellulose fibrils have been used to direct shape transitions of printed acrylamide 

hydrogels upon swelling.[232] Meanwhile, Highley et al. formulated granular, microgel-based 

bioinks with shear-thinning and self-healing properties that could be used for either unsupported 

or supported extrusion printing (Figure 5D).[233] Pluronic® F127 has also been used as a bulk 

additive to template the printing of cell-laden alginate bioinks for cartilage and bone tissue 

engineering. The Pluronic offered a rapid thermal gelation mechanism for efficient extrusion 

printing, while the reversible nature of the sol-gel transition enabled its release during the 

electrostatic crosslinking of the alginate component.[234] This process has also been exploited 

to create templated microchannels to support nutrient transport in 3D printed structures.[235,236] 

A similar approach used the reversible thermosetting of gelatin to fabricate an interconnected 

network of channels throughout GelMA hydrogels. As a cytocompatible material, the gelatin 

bioink could be pre-loaded with endothelial cells to form uniform vascular networks without 

needing to post-seed cells into channels.[237]  

5.5. Pericellular Gelation 
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The functionalization of living cells with material coatings can be used to provide cells with a 

protective barrier or augmented properties.[238] Applications include the fabrication of 

bioelectronic devices, the directed assembly of multicellular structures for tissue engineering, 

and the therapeutic delivery of cells.[239] The deposition of a thin hydrogel layer around cells 

can be achieved using droplet microfluidics. For example, Kamperman et al. demonstrated the 

fabrication of monodisperse microgels encapsulating single cells, in which a delayed hydrogel 

crosslinking reaction was used to prevent off-center cell encapsulation.[240] A different approach 

is to decorate the cell membrane surface with molecules that can then initiate pericellular 

gelation. For example, Deller et al. bound complexes of thrombin and a polymer surfactant to 

the membrane of human mesenchymal stem cells, with the surface-bound enzyme able to 

catalyze the formation of a thin layer of fibrin hydrogel (Figure 6A). The encapsulated cells 

were shown to proliferate for several weeks and could undergo both adipogenic and osteogenic 

differentiation.[241] In other work, Sakai et al. used horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated to 

a biocompatible anchor molecule (BAM) inserted into the membrane of various cell lines, such 

as mouse embryonic fibroblasts. In the presence of millimolar concentrations of hydrogen 

peroxide, the HRP enzyme was able to catalyze the oxidative coupling of phenols to form 

polyphenolic networks. This approach was used to generate pericellular hydrogel layers using 

a variety of phenol-modified polymers, including alginate, HA, and PVA.[242]  

Other nonenzymatic approaches include the use of maleimide-functionalized lipids inserted 

into the cytoplasmic membrane of rabbit erythrocytes, which could react with thiolated PEG 

macromers or thiolated alginate. These secondary species could in turn react with maleimide-

functionalized PEG or lipid micelles to form covalent hydrogel coatings.[243] A similar approach 

was used to form DNA-polyelectrolyte hydrogels on the surface of various mammalian cell 

lines, including smooth muscle cells, hematopoietic cells, and human mesenchymal stem cells. 

Cholesterol was used to anchor a single DNA strand into cell membranes, where it was able to 
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hybridize free DNA hairpins to create an alginate-DNA polymer network hydrogel that could 

be further crosslinked using polylysine (Figure 6B). Coated murine mesenchymal stem cells 

were intravenously injected in mice; 30% of the injected cells were detected after 7 d, indicating 

that this approach could be used to shield transplanted cells from the host immune response.[244] 

An alternative strategy was proposed by Mao et al., who used a microfluidic device to create a 

water-in-oil emulsion of alginate prepolymer and various cell types, including endothelial cells 

and marrow stromal cells. These cells were pre-coated with CaCO3 nanoparticles, which 

dissolved after the introduction of acetic acid to the oil phase. The free calcium ions complexed 

with the alginate polymer to form a pericellular hydrogel shell (thickness ~ 6 μm). This method 

was also used to generate single cell microgels of calcium-alginate with either collagen or fibrin 

that supported the osteogenesis of entrapped marrow stromal cells.[245] In a follow-up study, 

calcium-alginate/polylysine microgel encapsulation was used to increase the circulatory half-

life of intravenously-administered mesenchymal stem cells in a murine bone marrow transplant 

model.[246] 

5.6. Nanoparticle-templated Nanogel Fabrication 

Nanometer-sized hydrogels (nanogels) have emerged as a versatile drug delivery platform, 

allowing a relatively high quantity of large biomolecules to be encapsulated and released.[247] 

Traditional approaches generally involved the crosslinking of amphiphilic polymer 

nanostructures or the use of inverse emulsion polymerization.[248] Alternatively, nanogel 

fabrication can be templated by nanoparticles.[249–255] For example, Park et al. fabricated 

liposome-templated nanogels by rehydrating lyophilized liposomes in a solution of a 

polylactide-PEG-polylactide (PLA-PEG-PLA) diacrylate copolymer and photoinitiator, and 

then irradiating the suspension with UV light. This nanogel platform, loaded with a small TGF-

β inhibitor, was tested for the treatment of subcutaneous and metastatic melanoma in a mouse 

model.[249] Similarly, PAM-based nanogels have been obtained by encapsulating acrylamide 
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monomers, N,N'-methylene-bisacrylamide crosslinker, and photoinitiator within 

phosphatidylcholine liposomes, and then photocrosslinking following liposome extrusion. In 

this case, a super-oxide dismutase was encapsulated within the nanogel while the lipid bilayer 

membrane provided a barrier to control the diffusion of both the enzyme substrate and the 

reaction products.[250] 

Liposome-templated nanogels have also been fabricated by using thiol-ene click chemistry to 

photocrosslink allyl-functionalized polyglycidol with PEG dithiol. Both stepwise and one-pot 

approaches were tested; in each case, the hydrogel components were introduced into the 

liposome core with subsequent exposure to UV light (λ = 365 nm) yielding liposome-templated 

nanogels.[251] In another study, the host-guest interaction between polyethyleneimine chains 

functionalized with cyclodextrin or adamantane was exploited to form nanogels within cationic 

liposomes (Figure 6C). A ten-fold enhancement in the encapsulation efficiency of Cas9 protein 

was observed for the liposome-templated nanogels (63%) compared to liposomes (6%), and a 

variant of this platform was tested for in vivo cancer gene therapy.[252] Meanwhile, Yu et al. 

showed that intraliposomal free radical polymerization initiated by 2,2'-azobis (2-

methylpropionamide) dihydrochloride could be used to synthesize thermoresponsive PNIPAM 

nanogels from N-isopropylacrylamide, acrylamide, and a N,N′-methylenebis-acrylamide cross-

linker. An encapsulated indocyanine dye was used to absorb NIR radiation and create a local 

increase in temperature that could shrink the nanogels and release a co-encapsulated drug 

payload.[253] Redox-responsive nanogels have also been formulated by using liposomes to 

template acrylamide crosslinking with N,N′-dimethacryloyl cystine. A drug payload was fully 

released from this system with a 24 h exposure to 10 mM glutathione, compared to ~10% 

release from liposomes or non-redox responsive nanogels under the same reducing 

conditions.[254] Acrylate-based nanogels have also been templated using cell-derived 

extracellular vesicles and UV irradiation.[255] Overall, nanogels offer a number of opportunities 
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in drug delivery by combining the advantageous properties of both nanoscale vectors and 

hydrogels. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

The vast library of available hydrogelation chemistries has enabled the rational design of natural, 

synthetic, and semi-synthetic hydrogels with various mechanical and chemical functionalities. 

In addition, more complex hydrogel interactions have been used to formulate double 

network,[39] interpenetrating network,[37] and slide-ring hydrogels.[40] Nanoparticle-mediated 

hydrogelation has recently emerged alongside these mechanisms and has been used to confer 

shear-thinning behavior[79] and enhanced mechanical[81] or drug-encapsulating properties.[20,21] 

Despite this versatility, cell-encapsulating hydrogel platforms have not yet been able to fully 

recapitulate the structure, biology, and dynamics of native tissue. In nature, the role of the 

extracellular matrix in regulating cell behavior is widely recognized, with interactions between 

cells and matrix fibers relying on a complex array of biophysical and biochemical cues.[256] The 

native extracellular matrix is constantly remodeled by cells, whose behavior is in turn affected 

by these modifications.[257] In this context, the reversible nature of noncovalent interactions or 

dynamic covalent crosslinking (e.g. Schiff base reaction, oxime or disulfide bonds) may be 

exploited for the fabrication of adaptable hydrogels able to undergo structural reorganization in 

response to cell-induced modifications.[258] For example, viscoelastic alginate hydrogels with 

tunable stress relaxation properties have been designed to mimic the behavior of native tissue 

in response to applied strain.[259] An alternative strategy is through the rational design of the 

time-domain in self-assembling networks.[260] As an example, Heinen and Walther 

demonstrated the tunable delayed onset and disassembly of a low molecular weight gelator.[261] 

An emerging concept in the soft materials field is the development of adaptive and interacting 

networks, which are designed to better mimic complex spatiotemporal responses found in 

biological systems.[262] Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly clear that hydrogel-
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encapsulated cells actively deposit nascent proteins which can significantly alter the nature of 

the cell-material interface.[263,264] For example, Horton et al. recently showed that mesenchymal 

stem cells encapsulated in PEG hydrogels secreted fibronectin that enabled cell spreading, even 

in the absence of any synthetic adhesion moieties. This work and other studies highlight the 

importance of elucidating these complex mechanistic details, ultimately, with the objective of 

designing “smart” hydrogel platforms that are more able to dictate cell-based matrix remodeling 

and protein secretion.[265]  

In this Progress Report, we have defined intrinsic triggers as events that initiate gelation by 

directly altering the base material or reaction kinetics. Intrinsic triggers include alterations in 

temperature or solution pH, and the input of light or enzymes. Of these methods, enzyme-

catalyzed hydrogelation offers potentially interesting clinical applications, given that 

crosslinking can occur under physiological conditions and the prevalence of enzymes as 

important mediators in many physiological and pathological processes.[102] While certain 

enzymes have naturally evolved to catalyze a particular biopolymer, these processes can also 

be adapted to synthetic systems. For example, as well as fibrinogen crosslinking, 

transglutaminase can be used to catalyze the gelation of other polymers that have been 

functionalized with lysine and glutamine moieties. Using this approach, different groups have 

used transglutaminase to catalyze the gelation of elastin-like polypeptide[266] and HA/PEG 

hydrogels.[267] Non-biological catalysts, such as gold- and platinum-based nanoparticles able to 

mimic the activity of various enzymes,[268,269] as well as de novo designed enzymes,[270,271] could 

provide alternative opportunities for triggered hydrogelation. These approaches could expand 

the operational window of enzymatic crosslinking by allowing gelation to occur under more 

extreme conditions that would typically denature natural enzymes. There is also great promise 

when these triggers are combined with the emerging areas of transient and dissipative self-

assembly, which could allow for a pre-configured gelation profile based on a single stimulus.  
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We have also outlined several indirect trigger mechanisms for hydrogelation, including many 

approaches whereby crosslinking species are liberated from stimuli-responsive carriers. The 

modularity and synthetic flexibility of these approaches offer greater opportunity for the design 

of new trigger mechanisms. For example, the first use of ultrasound as a trigger for enzymatic 

hydrogelation has only recently been reported,[123] complementing existing systems that are 

responsive to temperature changes[120] or electromagnetic radiation.[156] Radiofrequency,[272] 

microwave heating,[273] and X-ray radiation[274] have all been used to release cargo from 

liposomes for tumor treatment, but to the best of our knowledge, these methods have not been 

used to release reactive components capable of triggering gelation. Similarly, alternating 

magnetic fields have been used to remotely heat magnetic nanoparticles, yet there are only 

limited examples in which this has been used to trigger gelation. Notably, Lee et al. used 

magnetically-induced heating of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles to trigger the 

gelation of PEGDA in the presence of a thermal initiator.[275] Furthermore, while magnetically-

responsive liposomes incorporating maghemite nanocrystals or iron oxide nanoparticles have 

been used to release drugs under applied magnetic fields,[276,277] such carriers have not yet been 

used for triggered gelation. Another underexplored trigger mechanism is mechanical forces, 

even though shear-sensitive liposomes have been developed for drug release.[278] It is therefore 

feasible that these stimuli-responsive systems could be adapted and used for triggered 

hydrogelation.  

Overall, we anticipate that the emergence of novel hydrogelation mechanisms, as well as the 

reconfiguration of existing triggers, will enable new opportunities in biomaterial science and 

propel the development of new biomedical applications. This is particularly important for the 

clinical translation of hydrogel-based carriers, implants, and devices, where the selection of the 

hydrogel base material, hydrogelation mechanism, and trigger are all highly dependent on the 

envisaged application and route of administration. Many hydrogel products have reached the 
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market,[279] as part of surgical sealants (e.g. COSEAL®, EVICEL® fibrin sealant, or ReSURE® 

ocular sealant),[280] wound dressings (e.g. Granugel®),[281] anti-bacterial coatings (e.g. 

DAC®),[282] dermal fillers (e.g. Restylane®),[283] and cartilage repair matrices (e.g. CaReS®).[284] 

Meanwhile, ongoing and future clinical trials are testing injectable hydrogel formulations for 

the treatment of knee osteoarthritis[285,286] and cartilage defects,[287] antibiotic-loaded hydrogel 

coatings for hip implants,[288] and tissue-marking hydrogels for radiotherapy.[289] However, 

many clinical challenges remain, particularly surrounding scale-up costs, conformity to good 

manufacturing processes, and complex regulatory and approval procedures.[279] In light of these 

considerations, hydrogel products with a simple design and based on materials already in use 

in the clinic may benefit from a more straightforward bench-to-bedside translation and the 

delivery of real patient benefit.[290] 
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of hydrogelation triggers. (A) Intrinsic triggers include the 

use of temperature changes, component mixing, pH changes, and enzyme addition to form 

network structures. (B) Indirect triggers include the use of stimuli to trigger the release of 

reactive components from carriers or the activation of thermoinitiators or photoinitiators.  
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Figure 2. Examples of “click” reactions used for hydrogel crosslinking. “Click” reactions 

designed for hydrogel crosslinking include the strain-promoted [3+2] azide-alkyne 

cycloaddition, the Diels-Alder [4+2] cycloaddition, the inverse-electron demand Diels-Alder 

cycloaddition, the Huisgen 1,3-cycloaddition, and the thiol-ene Michael addition.  
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Figure 3. In vivo gelation. (A) (i) Schematic of the PEG-based hydrogel used by Weaver et al. 

to encapsulate islets for injection into the epididymal fat pad site of C57BL/6J mice.[186] 

Maleimide-functionalized PEG macromers and thiol-terminated peptide crosslinkers were 

mixed during injection to form a hydrogel in vivo. (ii) Confocal fluorescence microscopy of the 

injected islet grafts (shown in green) in the absence or presence of conjugated vascular 

endothelial growth factor. At the experimental endpoint, the islet grafts were perfused with 

lectin (magenta), which revealed enhanced islet vascularization for the PEG-VEGF hydrogels. 

Scale bars: 100 μm. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons CC‐BY-NC 

license.[186] Copyright 2017, The Authors, published by AAAS. (B) In vivo photocrosslinking 

of GelMA hydrogels used by Sani et al. for corneal repair in a rabbit model.[192] (i-ii) An incision 

was performed to create a stromal defect in the rabbit cornea, which was followed by (iii) 

injection of the hydrogel precursor solution. (iv-v) Photocrosslinking resulted in the formation 
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of a transparent hydrogel in the defect site. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative 

Commons CC‐BY-NC license.[192] Copyright 2019, The Authors, published by AAAS. (C) (i) 

Schematic of a shear-thinning hydrogel obtained upon mixing a gelatin solution with silicate 

nanoplatelets, as used by Avery et al. for endovascular embolization via catheter injection in 

murine and porcine models.[198] (ii) Image of the hydrogel injected through a catheter, and (iii) 

storage modulus of the shear-thinning hydrogel when subjected to intermittent strain (light blue 

areas). Adapted with permission. Copyright 2016, AAAS. 
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Figure 4. Hydrogel patterning. (A) (i) Schematic of the approach taken by Li et al. for the 

formation of BMP-2 gradients within GelMA hydrogels.[172] BMP-2 was sequestered by 

heparin methacrylate (HepMA) with Ficoll® was used as a density modifier to enable gradient 

formation upon mixing. The hydrogel was photocrosslinked and cultured in osteochondral 

media for 28 d to enable the directed differentiation of co-encapsulated human mesenchymal 

stem cells. The resulting osteochondral tissue was (ii) stained for calcium deposits using 

Alizarin Red S (red) and sulfated glycosaminoglycans using Alcian Blue (blue), (iii) with 

Raman spectroscopy used to determine the distribution of hydroxyapatite (HAP) and β-

tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP). Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons CC‐BY-

NC license.[172] Copyright 2019, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 

KGaA. B) Schematic of a strategy by Nichols et al. in which acoustic standing waves were used 

to trap pH-responsive polymer-dipeptide coacervate microdroplets.[201] Images of patterned 
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dipeptide supramolecular hydrogels generated using (ii) 1D and (ii) 2D ultrasound standing 

waves. Scale bars: main = 5 mm and inset = 1 mm. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative 

Commons CC‐BY-NC license.[201] Copyright 2018, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH 

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (C) (i) Schematic of work by Liu et al. describing light-mediated 

stiffness patterning within protein/PEG-based hydrogels.[209] (ii) The obtained hydrogels 

possess a stiffness-dependent color profile, with stiffer regions colored in yellow under ambient 

light and softer regions appearing clearer. (iii) Exposure to light (λ = 470 nm) across the entire 

hydrogel (cycle 1) or over selected areas via a photomask (cycles 2 and 3) resulted in temporary 

softening followed by complete recovery. Hydrogel diameter ≈ 1 cm and thickness ≈ 200 μm. 

Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
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Figure 5. Hydrogel-based biofabrication. (A) (i) Volumetric bioprinting, recently developed 

by Bernal et al., allowed the rapid fabrication of complex 3D hydrogel constructs using light 

projection photocrosslinking of GelMA. (ii) This was used for trabecular bone engineering, as 

observed using micro computed tomography imaging.[226] Scale bars: 2 mm. Reproduced under 

the terms of the Creative Commons CC‐BY-NC license.[226] Copyright 2019, The Authors, 

published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (B) (i) Schematic of the hydrogel 

fabrication process used by Ouyang et al., in which a shear-thinning hydrogel is extruded as a 

liquid and gels via host-guest interactions.[229] UV light is then used to mediate crosslinking 

between methacrylate moieties on the HA backbone. (ii) Representative images of the 3D 

printed structures. Adapted with permission. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (C) 

Representative images of 3D printed structures obtained by using Carbomer-based inks 

developed by Chen et al..[230] (i) An ink incorporating ferromagnetic nanoparticles was used to 
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print magnetic hydrogels, while a PNIPAM-based ink was used to print thermo-responsive 

hydrogel constructs (ii). Scale bars: 1 mm. Adapted with permission. Copyright 2019, Wiley-

VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (D) Work by Highley et al., in which 2 wt% norbornene-

functionalized HA (NorHA) microgels (green) are packed via vacuum filtration into a solid 

filament.[233] Scale bars: 200 μm. The microgel-based ink was then used to 3D print structures 

onto a glass plate (unsupported) or within self-healing hydrogels (supported). Scale bars: 500 

μm. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons CC‐BY-NC license.[233] Copyright 

2019, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.  
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Figure 6. Pericellular gelation and nanoparticle-templated nanogel fabrication. (A) Live-

cell confocal fluorescence microscopy from Deller et al. showing the formation of 

fluorescently-labeled fibrin fibers (red) around the surface of thrombin-coated human 

mesenchymal stem cells (green). Scale bars: main = 100 μm and inset = 10 μm.[241] Reproduced 

under the terms of the Creative Commons CC‐BY-NC license.[241] Copyright 2019, The 

Authors, published by Springer Nature Limited. (B) Schematic of the strategy taken by Shi et 

al. to form an alginate-DNA polymer network hydrogel that could be further crosslinked with 

polylysine around the surface of a cell. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons 

CC‐BY-NC license.[244] Copyright 2019, The Authors, published by Springer Nature Limited. 

(C) (i) Schematic of the approach taken by Chen et al. using host-guest complexation between 

cyclodextrin and adamantane groups to form a self-assembled hydrogel. (ii) Schematic of 

liposome-templated host-guest nanogels encapsulating minicircle DNA and Cas9 protein, (iii) 

which were imaged via transmission electron microscopy. Scale bar: 500 nm. Adapted with 

permission.[252] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
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Table 1. Interactions leading to hydrogelation and selected literature examples.  

Covalent Bonding 

Reactions between polymer chains 

 
 

- EDC coupling [11,54–56] 

- “Click” reactions: Huisgen 1,3 cycloadditions: 
                              - Copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition [13] 
                              - Strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition [14,58] 
                              - Nitrile oxide-norbornene cycloaddition [67] 
                              Michael addition [15,70,71] 
                              Thiol-ene addition [16,68,69] 
                              Diels-Alder [4+2] cycloaddition [17,59–61] 
                              Inverse-electron demand Diels-Alder cycloaddition [2,62–66] 
                              Disulphide bond formation [18] 
                              Hydrazone bond formation [19] 
- Free-radical polymerization [137–143] 
- Polyphenol-based reactions [95–101] 

Reactions between polymer chains and 
nanoparticles 

- Thiol-ene addition [20,21] 
- Free-radical polymerization [22] 
- EDC coupling [23] 
- Coordinate covalent bond formation [84] 

Electrostatic Interactions 

Ion-polymer interactions [24–29] 

Polymer-polymer interactions [31,32] 

Other Noncovalent Interactions 

Polymer-polymer interactions [33,35,36,72–76] 

Nanoparticle-polymer interactions [78–84] 
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Table 2. Intrinsic hydrogelation triggers and selected literature examples. 

Temperature Changes 

Cooling - Gelatin hydrogels [41] 

- Agarose hydrogels [42] 
- Low-molecular-weight gelators [43] 

Heating - Thermo-responsive amphiphilic block copolymer hydrogels [44,47–52] 

Component Mixing 

Noncovalent interactions between 
complementary groups 

- Mixing-induced two-component hydrogels (MITCH) [53] 
- DNA-PNA methacrylamide hydrogels [72] 
- DNA-polypeptide hydrogels [73] 
- Enantiomer-functionalized dextran hydrogels [74] 
- Host-guest cyclodextrin hydrogels [76] 
- Cucurbit[n]uril hydrogels [77] 

Covalent crosslinking - Gelatin-based hydrogels [11,55,63] 

- Collagen-based hydrogels [54] 
- Fibrinogen-based hydrogels [56] 
- Chitosan-based hydrogels [57]  
- Alginate-based hydrogels [64] 
- HA-based hydrogels [65,66] 
- PEG-based hydrogels [58,60–62,66,67,69–71] 

Nanoparticle-based - Methylcellulose-based hydrogels [78,79] 
- HA-based hydrogels [79,82] 
- PEG-based hydrogels [80,81,84] 
- DNA-based hydrogels [83] 

Change in pH 

Charge screening - Collagen [85–87] 
- (PAGE-PEO-PAGE)-based hydrogels [88] 
- Zwitterionic polyethyleneimine[89] 

Covalent crosslinking - PEG-based hydrogels [90] 

Catalytic gelation - Trishydrazone amphiphile-based hydrogels [91] 

Change in Oxidation State via the Addition of Oxidizing Species 

Catechol-functionalized 
 

- Poly(p-phenylene oxide)/PEG-based hydrogels [96] 
- Gelatin-based hydrogels [97] 
- Mussel adhesive protein hydrogels [98] 

Pyrogallol-functionalized 

 

- Gelatin-based hydrogels [100] 

- HA-based hydrogels [101] 

Enzyme Addition 

Transglutaminase catalysis - Fibrinogen [102] 

- Fibrin hydrogels [102] 

Glucose oxidase catalysis - Heparin-based hydrogels [103] 
- PEG-based hydrogels [103] 

Lysyl oxidase catalysis - Peptide-based hydrogels[105] 

Hydrogen peroxidase catalysis - HA-based hydrogels [106] 
- Glycopolypeptide-based hydrogels [107] 
- PEG-based hydrogels [108,110] 
- Gelatin-based hydrogels [109,110]   

Electromagnetic Radiation 

Uncaging of reactive groups - PEG-based hydrogels [115] 
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Table 3. Indirect hydrogelation triggers and selected literature examples. 

Temperature 

Release of crosslinking species from 

a temperature-responsive carrier 

- Alginate hydrogels [120] 

- Fibrinogen hydrogels [120] 
- PEG-based hydrogels [121] 

Ultrasound 

Release of crosslinking species from 

an ultrasound-responsive carrier 
- Fibrinogen hydrogels [123] 

Electromagnetic Radiation 

Irradiation with ultraviolet light - PEG-based hydrogels [137,145,146]  

- HA-based hydrogels [139,148]  

- Gelatin-based hydrogels [138,147]  

- Collagen-based hydrogels [140]  

- Alginate-based hydrogels [141]  

- Chitosan-based hydrogels [142]  

Irradiation with red light 

 

- Acrylamide-based hydrogels [150] 

- PEG-based hydrogels [150,151] 

Upconversion nanoparticles (NIR) - Pluronic®/PEG hydrogels [152] 

Plasmonic nanostructures (NIR) - HA-based hydrogels [113] 

- PEG-based hydrogels [114] 

- Alginate-based hydrogels [156]  

Release of crosslinking species from 

light-responsive carrier (NIR) 
- Fibrinogen hydrogel[158] 
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